BeeSeen Solutions Announces
Partnership with AACANet

New York, December 9, 2019 – BeeSeen Solutions, a Premier Provider in
developing highly effective Digital Transformation and Digital Marketing Solutions located in
Long Island, New York announced today its strategic partnership with The American Alliance of
Creditors Attorneys, AACANet, the Pioneer in delivering Trusted National Legal and Agency
Network Solutions. Located in Columbus, Ohio with over 30 years of a proven track record,
their National Network includes what are considered the most compliant legal firms and
collection agencies in the industry.
“We are thrilled to partner with American Alliance for Creditor Attorneys, AACANet who is a
Pioneer in the Industry supporting its National Legal Network. Tom and his team continue to be
forward-thinking visionaries for their clients and the entire organization.
They are experts within the industry who hold compliance at the highest of levels while
managing several billion dollars of portfolios and growing. They have a pure focus on delivering
solutions to their partners while at the same time understand the power of Intelligent
Automation.
Our entire company is looking forward to being a strategic partner they can count on to assist in
their current and future growth.” stated, Patrick Pinto, CMO, BeeSeen Solutions.

”As the ever-adjusting landscape of the ARM industry evolves our organization continues to
believe in forward-thinking strategies to deliver the very best level of service for our partners.
After learning about BeeSeen Solutions and their Digital Strategies we saw immediate
opportunities in our corporate development initiatives.
Working with them has been nothing short of a pleasure and quite the learning experience. It is
clear the digital transformation journey has begun for us and we are delighted to partner with
them.
Our belief in delivering compliant based strategies to the market is something our entire
organization remains focused on.” stated, Tom Balcerzak, President, AACANet.
“We could not be prouder to partner with an organization like AACANet who is one of the most
respected and experienced legal networks in its industry. Their entire team holds the highest
levels of integrity, knowledge, and expertise which supports their partners at every level.
This partnership will continue to showcase the value in utilizing Intelligent Automation
Solutions which drive compliance, efficiency, and empowerment across every level of a
company.” stated, Thomas J Vito, CSO, BeeSeen Solutions.

About BeeSeen Solutions
BeeSeen Solutions is a leading digital agency known for giving uncompromising quality and
results to its clients. Their client-focused team designs strategies focused on meeting all of their
clients’ goals and expectations. Learn more about how they can help your business succeed at
BeeSeenSolutions.com
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About American Alliance of Creditors Attorney, AACANet,
In 1989, a visionary group of creditor attorneys created AACANet, the first legal network, to
offer clients a consistent and convenient way to manage collections. By 1995 AACANet was
national. AACANet developed controls for placement and account handling, to assure that firms
and agencies comply with the industry’s best standards.
With over 25 years of data and expertise, plus a proven account management method
supported by compliant and qualified collections professionals, you can count on us to recover
more at a lower cost.
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